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SUMMARY
In many behavioral tasks, cortex enters a desynchronized state where low-frequency fluctuations in popula-
tion activity are suppressed. The precise behavioral correlates of desynchronization and its global organiza-
tion are unclear. One hypothesis holds that desynchronization enhances stimulus coding in the relevant
sensory cortex. Another hypothesis holds that desynchronization reflects global arousal, such as task
engagement. Here, we trained mice on tasks where task engagement could be distinguished from sensory
accuracy. Using widefield calcium imaging, we found that performance-related desynchronization was
global and correlated better with engagement thanwith accuracy. Consistent with this link between desynch-
ronization and engagement, rewards had a long-lasting desynchronizing effect. To determine whether
engagement-related state changes depended on the relevant sensory modality, we trained mice on visual
and auditory tasks and found that in both cases desynchronization was global, including regions such as so-
matomotor cortex. We conclude that variations in low-frequency fluctuations are predominately global and
related to task engagement.
INTRODUCTION

The cerebral cortex operates in multiple states, which can be

distinguished by the strength of low-frequency fluctuations.

Low-frequency fluctuations were seen in the earliest electroen-

cephalogram (EEG) recordings [1], and their power is decreased

by factors such as sensory stimuli, eye opening (including in the

dark), or mental arithmetic [2–5], and increased by anesthesia or

sleep [6, 7]. The scalp EEG and intracranial local field potential

(LFP) are indirect measures of cortical spiking, reflecting synap-

tic currents arising from distal as well as local inputs, subthresh-

old activity, and electrical volume conduction from distant re-

gions [8]. Nevertheless, it was hypothesized that low-frequency

fluctuations represent a state where local neurons ‘‘beat in uni-

son,’’ occurring when a cortical area is ‘‘unoccupied,’’ whereas

engagement in sensory or non-sensory processing will ‘‘break

up the synchronous beat’’ [4]. Decades later, simultaneous re-

cordings ofmultiple neurons confirmed that increased amplitude

of slow EEG/LFP fluctuations indeed correlates with increased

synchrony of local neurons [2, 9–11].

Cortical states are continuous and not discrete: slow corre-

lated fluctuations increase gradually through inalert waking, to

a maximum in slow-wave sleep [12]. The synchronized state

contains both irregular and rhythmic patterns at different
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frequencies, such as alpha (�10 Hz), delta (�4 Hz), and slow

(�1 Hz) bands, depending on behavioral conditions. Here we

use the term ‘‘synchronization’’ to refer to any %10-Hz fluctua-

tions in local populations, excluding oscillations at higher

(gamma) frequencies, which can increase in desynchronized

states [13].

Although the general relationship between desynchronization

and alertness is now firmly established, questions remain over

its spatial structure. Desynchronization of the occipital alpha

rhythm (�10 Hz) is strongest in visual cortex [4], but it is unclear

whether different cortical regions desynchronize independently

during specific tasks and whether such desynchronization im-

proves sensory processing. Recordings in primates showed

that low-frequency ‘‘noise correlations’’ (signatures of a more

synchronized state) decrease with spatially selective attention,

specifically in the region of visual cortex representing an at-

tended part of the visual field [14–16]. Theoretical arguments

suggest that correlated low-frequency fluctuations can impair in-

formation coding [17–20], and recordings in rodents suggest that

cortical sensory representations are more reliable in de-

synchronized states [21–29]. This indicates that cortex might de-

synchronize in a localized manner, with the resulting decreased

noise correlations improving representation of attended sensory

stimuli.
e Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc.
commons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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A second, non-exclusive, hypothesis is that desynchronization

is a consequence of a global change in brain state that covaries

with performance on sensory tasks but need not causally

contribute to it. Indeed, correlated fluctuations only impair sen-

sory coding when their structure mimics that of sensory stimuli

[17–20]. At least in mouse visual cortex, this is not the case:

spontaneous fluctuations occur along dimensions largely

orthogonal to visual responses [30, 31]. Instead, the poor behav-

ioral performance that accompanies synchronized states might

occur for reasons other than impaired cortical sensory represen-

tations, such as lack of motivation or engagement.

Here we investigated these questions by studying how cortical

state in multiple regions correlates with behavioral performance.

We used multialternative choice tasks, which allowed us to

distinguish perceptual errors (choosing the wrong option) from

differences in task engagement (failing to respond). We trained

mice on tasks requiring different sensory modalities, and imaged

population activity across dorsal cortex using widefield imaging

of genetically encoded calcium indicators. We validated that

decreased low-frequency power in the local widefield signal re-

flects local desynchronization using simultaneous electrophysi-

ology. The results indicate that low-frequency fluctuations are

predominately global and related to task engagement.

RESULTS

We trained mice in multiple decision-making tasks using visual

and/or auditory modalities. We first present results from the

purely visual task.

The Level of Task Engagement Varies throughout a
Session
We trained 15 mice to perform several variants of a head-fixed

visual decision-making task [32] (Figures 1A and 1B). In the

two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) variant (5 mice), mice re-

sponded to Gabor stimuli appearing on the left or right by turning

a steering wheel, and received a water reward for driving the

stimulus to the center of themiddle screen. Trials began after an-

imals remained still for a ‘‘quiescent period’’ of 0.5–2.0 s (uniform

distribution); a Go cue was played 0.3–0.8 s after visual stimulus

onset, following which mice had 1.5–5.0 s to respond in order to

receive a reward. Trials were classified as Correct Choice

(turning the wheel as required to receive a reward), Incorrect

Choice (turning the wheel in the wrong direction), and Miss (no

response before the trial timed out). As described below, the

primary difference in cortical states was observed between

Miss trials and Choice trials (whether Correct or Incorrect). We

therefore group Correct and Incorrect trials as ‘‘Choice’’ trials

for many analyses. Additional task variants (10 mice; Figure 1B)

included trials with no stimulus on either side, for which the ani-

mals were rewarded for refraining from turning thewheel [32, 33].

These yielded two additional trial types: Correct Rejects

(providing a No-Go response by keeping the wheel still during

zero-contrast trials) and False Alarms (turning in either direction

during zero-contrast trials).

Task sessions lasted 20–60 min during which animals

completed up to 400 trials and produced high-quality psycho-

metric curves (Figures 1C–1E). Nevertheless, animals occasion-

ally produced Miss responses (Figures 1D and 1F–1I). Miss trials
were most common for low-contrast stimuli but could occur

even at the highest contrasts. Misses often came in sequences:

mice disengaged for several trials in a row, before re-engaging

with the task (p < 0.05, t test comparing actual and shuffled

Miss sequence lengths; Figures 1F–1I).

Engagement Correlates with Decreased Low-
Frequency Power in Visual Cortex
Tostudy theglobal structure ofcortical state changes,weusedwi-

defield GCaMP imaging, which provided a robust readout of local

spiking power up to �8 Hz (Figures 2C and 2E). To show this, we

performed widefield imaging simultaneously with Neuropixels

[34] recordings in primary visual cortex (V1; Figures 2A–2F). We

fit a linear spatiotemporal filter to predict multiunit spiking activity

from the widefield calcium movie. Spiking was best predicted by

local calcium activity (Figure 2A), with a sharp-rising/slow-decay-

ing temporal kernel matching the fluorescence time course of

GCaMP (Figure 2B). Fluorescencewas coherentwith local spiking

and LFP signals up to�8Hz (Figures 2Cand 2D), and powermod-

ulation was correlated over the same frequency range (Figures 2E

and 2F). These correlations were not driven by changes in firing

rate: they persisted when restricting analysis to periods of either

high or low local spiking (Figure S1B). Spiking was more coherent

with the local GCaMP signal than the LFP (coherence of 0.56

versus 0.31; p < 0.05, t test; Figures 2C, 2D, and S1A). To evaluate

the relativecontributionof local activity versus long-rangeaxons to

fluorescence, we applied the GABAA agonist muscimol to visual

cortex, which abolishes only the former. Muscimol application

decreased 3- to 6-Hz power to 18.7% ± 1.2% of the control con-

dition (Figure S1D), indicating that up to 81%of the low-frequency

widefield signal reflects local spiking.

V1 activity was more synchronized prior to Miss than Choice

trials (Figures 2G–2M). We restricted our analysis of the cortical

state during the task to the enforced quiescent period prior to

stimulus onset (Figure 2G). This activity was therefore indepen-

dent of the upcoming stimulus and excluded possible effects

of ongoing wheel movement. We first focused our analysis on

the region of primary visual cortex retinotopically aligned to the

task stimuli (black dot in Figure 2H). We observed more low-fre-

quency power in activity prior to Miss than Choice trials (Figures

2I–2M), with the largest differences around 6 Hz (Figure 2M).

Because the brief duration of the quiescent periods did not allow

analysis below 3 Hz, we focused on the 3- to 6-Hz band. Other

recent studies inmouse visual cortex have also noted prominent,

behaviorally modulated oscillations in this band [35, 36], which

have been hypothesized to reflect a homolog of the human alpha

rhythm [37].

Performance and low-frequency power showed a graded rela-

tionship. The fraction of Miss trials increased steadily with

increasing 3- to 6-Hz power (Figure 2N; p < 0.001, generalized

linear mixed-effects model). We obtained similar behavioral

modulation of 3- to 6-Hz power by analyzing the spectrum of

local population activity recorded with Neuropixels probes (Fig-

ures 2O and 2P), which also correlates well withmeasures of LFP

power across multiple low-frequency bands (Figure S1C). Miss

trials occurred at all contrast levels, andwe observed differences

in low-frequency power prior to Choice andMiss after restricting

the analysis to either high- or low-contrast trials (Figures S2A and

S2B).
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Figure 1. Level of Engagement Varies

throughout a Session

(A) The trial structure of the task. A trial begins with a

baseline period, which ends in a quiescent period

(shaded in yellow) during which the mouse has to

keep the wheel still. Then the visual stimulus ap-

pears, and a Go cue indicates the start of the

response window, during which the mouse has to

use the wheel to provide a response. The trial ends

when the mouse provides a response or the

response window ends. There is a feedback period

before the beginning of the next trial.

(B) The visual tasks: in the 2AFC version, a Gabor

grating of varying contrast appears on the left or

right visual field. Themousemust move the wheel to

center the stimulus and receive a reward. In the

2AUC version, trials are included in which the

absence of a stimulus indicates a No-Go trial, during

which the animals are rewarded for keeping the

wheel still. In the contrast discrimination version,

trials are included in which there is a contrast on

both sides, and the stimulus with the higher contrast

must be moved to the center. Equal contrast trials

are rewarded randomly.

(C–E) Example psychometric curves. Error bars

represent standard error of the mean (SEM). Dots

are colored according to response type: green,

Correct; red, Incorrect; dark gray, No-Go.

(F) Engagement over time in an example dataset

that contained several short Miss sequences.

Green, red, and dark gray curves show running

average percentage of Correct, Incorrect, and Miss

trials (10-trial running average). Arrows: Miss se-

quences.

(G) Total number of Miss trials per dataset versus

total number of trials.

(H) Number of Miss periods (defined as 2 or more

Miss trials in sequence) across all datasets.

(I) Miss period lengths across all datasets.

(A) and (B) were adapted with permission from [32].
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Initial sensory responses encoded the visual stimuli equally well

in Choice and Miss trials (Figures 2Q, S3B, and S3C). V1 fluores-

cence during the initial stimulus response (100–300ms after stim-

ulus onset) did not differ significantly betweenChoice andMiss tri-

als or correlate with low-frequency power or other engagement

variables (Figures S3C and S3E); at later time periods, stronger

fluorescence was seen in Choice trials (Figure S3D), likely reflect-

ingmodulation by ongoingmovement [31, 38]. The encoding of vi-

sual stimuli in the cortical population was also unaffected: we

trained a decoder to predict contralateral stimulus presence

from V1 population responses (50–150 ms after stimulus onset),

and observed no difference in decodability between Choice and

Miss trials (Figure 2Q; p > 0.05, nested mixed-effects ANOVA),

low and high 3- to 6-Hz multiunit activity (MUA) power trials (Fig-

ure 2R; p > 0.05), or low and high 3- to 6-Hz LFP power trials (Fig-

ure 2U; p > 0.05). This unchanged decodability occurred despite a
4946 Current Biology 30, 4944–4955, December 21, 2020
steady increase in population Fano factor (a

measure of correlated spike count vari-

ability)with low-frequencypower (Figure2S;

p < 0.001, generalized linear mixed-effects

model) and there was no difference in de-
codability between low- and high-Fano-factor trials (Figure 2T; p

> 0.05), suggesting that the variability associated with increased

low-frequency power was not information limiting [18].

Performance-Related PowerDifferences AreGlobal and
Correlate with Engagement More Than Perceptual
Accuracy
We next asked whether the decrease in low-frequency power

during Choice trials was specific to visual cortex, or global

across cortex. To assess brain state across as many cortical re-

gions as possible, we employed two different imaging strategies.

For some animals, we imaged the entire dorsal cortical surface

bilaterally, including visual, somatosensory, motor, and retro-

splenial cortex; for others, we imaged the left cortical hemi-

sphere unilaterally, to provide access to auditory cortex in addi-

tion to visual, posterior somatosensory, and retrosplenial cortex.



Figure 2. Engagement Correlates with Decreased Low-Frequency Power in Visual Cortex

(A) Pseudocolor representation of the regression weights optimally predicting spikes from fluorescence. Yellow lines: cortical area borders from the Allen atlas.

Blue circle: Neuropixels probe location, from which the fluorescence signal used in (B)–(F) was obtained.

(B) Cross-correlation between multiunit activity (MUA) and fluorescence in visual cortex. Inset: zoom-in to the time period indicated by the dashed lines (bottom).

(C) Coherence between MUA activity and fluorescence. Each colored curve represents one mouse; the thick black curve indicates their average.

(D) Coherence of local field potential (LFP) and fluorescence.

(E) Average cross-frequency correlation between instantaneous MUA and fluorescence powers.

(F) Same as (E) but with LFP instead of MUA power.

(G) Schematic indicating pre-stimulus (quiescent period; yellow) and stimulus response (blue; 70–80 ms after stimulus onset) analysis periods. All trials started

with a baseline of 1–5 s, during which animals had to remain quiescent for 0.5–2 s to initiate the appearance of a stimulus. After the stimulus appeared, a Go cue

signaled the start of the response window. If the animals did not make a choice within the response window (1.5–5 s), a No-Go or Miss response was recorded.

(H) Pseudocolor representation of average fluorescence in a stimulus response window after presenting high-contrast visual stimuli in the right visual field. Black

lines: cortical area borders from the Allen atlas. The black dot in the left hemisphere indicates a pixel chosen for analysis of visual cortical power.

(I–L) Single-trial calcium traces from representative Miss (I and J) and Correct Choice (K and L) trials. Yellow background indicates a quiescent period, during

which there was no stimulus present and the animals held the wheel still. Light blue vertical line indicates stimulus onset; gray vertical dashed line indicates theGo

cue (start of the response window). The brown traces below the blue fluorescence traces indicate the wheel movements.

(M) Ratio of visual cortical power spectra in Choice versus Miss trials in visual cortex, averaged over all experiments (n = 58 experiments from 15 animals; see

STAR Methods). Shaded areas indicate SEM.

(N) Percent of Miss responses as a function of 3- to 6-Hz power.

(O and P) Same analysis as in (M) and (N) for MUA power in animals performing the same tasks with electrophysiology recordings (n = 11 experiments from 4

animals).

(legend continued on next page)
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Performance-related desynchronization was neither specific

to nor strongest in visual cortex (Figures 3A–3C). We observed

a global decrease in 3- to 6-Hz power in Choice compared to

Miss trials (Figures 3A and 3B; p < 0.001, nested mixed-effects

ANOVA). Surprisingly, the largest effects were observed in so-

matomotor cortex (significant interaction between condition

[Choice versus Miss] and region of interest [ROI], p < 0.001,

nested mixed-effects ANOVA); the decrease in somatosensory

cortex (SS) was larger than in retrosplenial (RSP; p < 0.001),

visual, and auditory cortices (VIS and AUD, respectively; p <

0.05) but not different from secondary motor cortex (MO; p >

0.05, one-way ANOVA). Indeed, the percentage of Miss re-

sponses increased with 3- to 6-Hz power in both visual and

somatosensory cortex (Figure 3C; p < 0.001, generalized linear

mixed-effects model), with somatosensory cortex power having

a significantly larger effect than visual cortex power (p < 0.05).

The same results held if we excluded triple-transgenic animals

[39] from the analysis (Figures S6A and S6B), if we considered

only animals whose percent Correct at high contrasts exceeded

90%, or if we computed cortical state from different pre-stimulus

time windows (results not shown). Similar results were also ob-

tained using direct electrophysiological measurements of 3- to

6-Hz power in visual cortex (Figure S6C).

The global decrease in low-frequency power prior to Choice tri-

als was not accompanied by an increase in either the mean wide-

field signal or mean firing rates measured electrophysiologically

(Figures S4A and S4B). Indeed, mean baseline fluorescence

showed a small but significant decrease prior to Choice trials,

consistent both with electrophysiological recordings in this task

[38] and previous studies showing that desynchronized states do

not increase mean rate unless accompanied by locomotion [28].

Pre-stimulus cortical state also correlated with reaction time.

Choice trials with less pre-stimulus low-frequency power had

faster reaction times; this correlation occurred globally (Fig-

ure S5; p < 0.001, one-sample t test for all correlations), with

the strongest correlation in somatosensory cortex (SS versus

RSP, p < 0.001; SS versus VIS, p < 0.01; SS versus MO and

AUD, p > 0.05; one-way ANOVA).

Lastly, pre-stimulus cortical state showed a stronger correlation

with task engagement than with perceptual accuracy (Figures 3E

and 3F). To show this, we contrasted Incorrect Choice trials

(where the subject engaged in the task but turned the wheel in

the wrong direction, presumably reflecting sensory errors), with

Miss trials (where the subject did not respond at all). Cortical state

was comparable prior toCorrect and Incorrect Choices: the differ-

ence was weak and only marginally significant (p = 0.057; Fig-

ure 3F), and the probability of wheel turns in the Correct versus

Incorrect directions appeared unrelated to low-frequency power

(Figure 3G; p = 0.8, generalized linear mixed-effects model). The

difference betweenChoice andMiss trials was substantially larger
(Q and R) Performance of a logistic regression decoder trained on primary visua

There were no significant differences in decoder performance between Choice and

experiments from 4 animals). Color indicates genotype; different glyphs indicate d

sessions are indicated in light gray; the colored glyph indicates their average. Dash

0.5 indicates chance-level decoding.

(S) Noise correlations, as inferred from the Fano factor of summed population ac

(T and U) There was no significant difference in decoder performance between tri

0.05).

See also Figures S1–S3.
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than the difference between Correct and Incorrect Choices (Fig-

ure 3H). Furthermore, cortical activity was more desynchronized

prior to Incorrect Choice than Miss trials (p < 0.001, nested

mixed-effects ANOVA), with the difference between the two

almost as large as between Correct Choice and Miss (Figure 3D).

A similar effect was also seen in the 2AFC task variant, where the

animals could not receive a reward for not turning the wheel, so

Miss trials could not reflect an engaged subject that made a

perceptual error (p < 0.01, nested mixed-effects ANOVA).

We therefore conclude that cortical desynchronization corre-

lates with task engagement more than with perceptual accuracy:

the main correlate of cortical state is not whether the subjects will

choose correctly or incorrectly but whether theywill respond at all,

and furthermore how quickly they will respond to the stimulus.

Decreased 3- to 6-Hz Power Increases the Probability of
Movement but Is Also Compatible with Movement
Suppression
Previous work using a Go/No-Go paradigm showed that de-

synchronized states are associated not just with an increased

tendency to respond to stimuli but also an increased tendency

to produce False Alarm responses when a reward would have

been obtained from withholding movement [27]. By using task

variants that included elements of both left/right discrimination

and Go/No-Go tasks (two-alternative unforced choice [2AUC]

and contrast comparison; Figure 1B), we could also distinguish

False Alarm responses from perceptual errors.

Animals were more likely to respond in desynchronized states,

even when no visual stimulus was present. On zero-contrast tri-

als, cortical activity prior to False Alarm trials was more de-

synchronized than prior to Correct Reject trials (Figures 4A and

4B; p < 0.001, nested mixed-effects ANOVA), and furthermore

the probability of a False Alarm increased with pre-stimulus de-

synchronization (Figure 4C; VIS: p < 0.01; SS: p = 0.1; general-

ized linear mixed-effects model). Nevertheless, animals were still

able to withhold movements in desynchronized states. When

comparing two trial types in which no movement occurred, Cor-

rect Reject versusMiss, the cortex wasmore desynchronized on

Correct Reject than on Miss trials (Figures 4D and 4E; p < 0.001,

nested mixed-effects ANOVA), consistent with a higher state of

engagement even though no movements occurred. Thus,

increased desynchronization is associated with a propensity to-

ward movement, but animals are still able to correctly withhold

movements in desynchronized states in order to obtain rewards.

Cortical States Are Not Fully Explained by a General
Measure of Arousal as Inferred from Pupil Fluctuations
Pupil fluctuations correlate with arousal and mental effort in hu-

mans, and with cortical state in rodents [25, 27, 40, 41]. We

therefore asked how pupil measures related to engagement
l cortical population activity to detect the presence of a contralateral stimulus.

Miss trials (Q), or low and high 3- to 6-Hz power inMUA (R) trials (p > 0.05; n = 5

ifferent animals. For one of the animals there were two sessions; the individual

ed lines connecting two glyphs indicate paired experiments; the dashed line at

tivity, increase with increasing 3- to 6-Hz MUA power.

als with low or high Fano factor (T) or low or high 3- to 6-Hz LFP power (U) (p >



Figure 3. Performance-Related Power Dif-

ferences Are Global and Correlate with

Engagement More Than Perceptual Accu-

racy

Top: cartoons illustrating the trial types being

compared.

(A) Example maps showing the difference in 3- to 6-

Hz power between Choice and Miss trials, in pseu-

docolor for each pixel. Blue indicates greater power

in Miss trials. Left: unilateral imaging. Right: bilateral

imaging (same dataset as previous 2 figures). Black

lines: Allen atlas cortical boundaries. Dots indicate

pixels used as regions of interest (ROIs: primary vi-

sual cortex, VIS; primary somatosensory cortex, SS;

primary auditory cortex, AUD; retrosplenial cortex,

RSP; secondary motor cortex, MO).

(B) Summary of 3- to 6-Hzpower difference between

Choice and Miss trials for selected ROIs across all

experiments (n = 58 experiments from 15 animals).

Negative values indicate stronger low-frequency

power preceding Miss trials. Color indicates geno-

type; different glyphs indicate different animals (see

also Animals in STAR Methods). Individual datasets

are shown ingray; the averageper animal is shown in

color. The average with SEM across all experiments

is shown inblack.Main effect of behavioral condition

(Choice versus Miss, Correct Choice versus Incor-

rect Choice) is illustrated by the bar to the right of the

summary graphs and was tested using a nested

mixed-effects ANOVA. Post hoc tests to assess

differences between areas used one-way ANOVAs.

(C) Percent Miss as a function of 3- to 6-Hz power in visual cortex (blue) and somatosensory cortex (orange).

(D) Both Incorrect and Correct Choice trials are more desynchronized than Miss trials. Each point represents the average across sessions for one brain region

(symbol in legend); error bars represent SEM. x and y axis units: power difference (dB).

(E–G) Similar analysis comparing Correct and Incorrect Choice trials. No significant relationship with power was found.

(H) The cortical state difference between Choice and Miss trials is larger than the difference between Correct and Incorrect. Conventions are as in (D).

*p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001; ns, pR 0.05 (not significant).

See also Figures S4–S6.
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and cortical state, and whether the correlation between engage-

ment and cortical state could be explained by a common effect

of arousal as measured by pupil changes.

Pupil size correlated with behavior and low-frequency power.

Pupil size correlated negatively with probability of Miss trials (Fig-

ure 5A; %Miss: p < 0.01, generalized linear mixed-effects model)

and low-frequency power during the quiescent period: the smaller

thepupil, thegreater the low-frequencypower (Figures5Band5D).

Nevertheless, pupil sizedid not fully explain the state-engagement

correlation: evenafter accounting for pupil size, low-frequencypo-

wer was stronger inMiss trials (Figures 5B–5D; p < 0.05, ANCOVA

[analysis of covariance]). A consistent main effect of behavioral

condition on low-frequency powerwaspresent in all ROIsafter ac-

counting forpupil size (Figures5Eand5F;p<0.001, nestedmixed-

effects ANOVA). The temporal derivative of pupil size also did not

fully explain the state-engagement correlation (Figure 5G; p <

0.001, nested mixed-effects ANOVA). Thus, task engagement is

not solely dependent on externally visible arousal as indicated by

the pupil but also involves internal cognitive variables.

Reward Is Followed by a Prolonged Decrease in 3- to 6-
Hz Power
Cortex desynchronized globally following rewards, and this de-

synchronization was unrelated to wheel turns and outlasted the
act of reward consumption. As described above, low-frequency

power differed at most weakly between the quiescent periods

prior to Correct or Incorrect Choices (Figures 3E and 3F). How-

ever, cortical state did differ significantly in the quiescent periods

that came after Correct and Incorrect Choices. To show this, we

restricted our analysis to the quiescent period of the following

trial (Figure 6A), by which time the animals were no longer mov-

ing the steering wheel and had finished licking (asmeasured by a

thin-film piezo sensor attached to the lick spout) in 98% of trials

(6,148/6,250). 3- to 6-Hz power in this quiescent period was

lower following Correct compared to Incorrect Choice trials (Fig-

ures 6B–6D; p < 0.001, nested mixed-effects ANOVA). To

exclude the possibility that increased visual contrast in rewarded

trials could be driving the difference, we repeated the analysis

separately for low and high contrasts, and the results persisted

(Figures S2E and S2F). Similarly, power was lower following Cor-

rect Reject trials (no visual stimulus and no turn followed by

reward) than following Incorrect Choice trials (visual stimulus

and wrong-direction turn followed by no reward) (Figures 6E–

6G; p < 0.001, mixed random effects ANOVA); again desynchro-

nization followed rewarded trials, even though here the reward

was earned by not moving. Thus, reward has a desynchronizing

effect on brain state that persists several seconds after reward

consumption has finished.
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Figure 4. Decreased 3- to 6-Hz Power In-

creases Propensity to Move but Also Allows

Movement Suppression

Top: cartoons illustrating the trial types being

compared.

(A) Comparison of False Alarm (wheel turns during

zero-contrast trials, which do not earn a reward)

versus Correct Reject trials (where a reward is

earned by refraining from turning). Example maps

showing 3- to 6-Hz power difference; blue indicates

higher power in Correct Reject trials.

(B) Summary of 3- to 6-Hz power difference during

the quiescent period across experiments.

(C) Percent False Alarm as a function of 3- to 6-Hz

power in visual (blue) and somatosensory (orange)

cortex.

(D and E) Same analysis for comparison of Correct

Reject versus Miss trials.

***p < 0.001.
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Engagement-Related Global Decrease in Low-
Frequency Power Is Independent of Sensory Modality
Our results showed that desynchronization related to perfor-

mance in a visual task was global, rather than restricted to visual

cortex. We next asked whether performing an auditory task

would also cause global desynchronization. In this task, the an-

imals observed a uniform gray screen (as in the visual task), but

no visual stimuli were present. Instead, they were presented with

trains of high- or low-frequency auditory tones. Turning the

steering wheel changed the sound frequency of the tone trains,

and the mice were rewarded for bringing the stimulus frequency

to a central target tone (Figures 7A and 7B).

In the auditory task, desynchronization was again seen over

the entire imaged window when comparing Choice to Miss trials

(Figures 7C–7E; p < 0.001, nested mixed-effects ANOVA). As in

the visual task, Incorrect Choice trials were globally more de-

synchronized than Miss trials (p < 0.001, nested mixed-effects

ANOVA). Here, the weak difference in global power between

Correct and Incorrect Choice trials did reach statistical signifi-

cance (Figures 7F–7H; p < 0.001, nested mixed-effects

ANOVA), although the difference between Correct and Incorrect

Choices was still substantially smaller than between Choice and

Miss trials (Figure S6G), suggesting again that desynchronization

related better to behavioral engagement than to perceptual ac-

curacy. Also similar to the visual tasks, low-frequency power

was significantly correlated with reaction time across the cortex

(Figure S7E).

We also trained a subset of mice in an auditory distractor task

(Figures S7A and S7B), in which mice were presented with both

visual and auditory tone train stimuli that changed in tonal
4950 Current Biology 30, 4944–4955, December 21, 2020
frequency as the wheel was turned, but

the contingency of the auditory stimulus

changed between blocks. Mice showed

similar performance in this task as in the

purely visual task (Figure S7A), suggesting

they disregarded the auditory stimuli. In the

auditory distractor task, brain-state

changes closely mirrored those in the vi-

sual and auditory tasks: we saw a global
decrease in low-frequency power during task engagement (Fig-

ures S7B–S7D; p < 0.001, nested mixed-effects ANOVA). De-

synchronization was strongest in somatosensory cortex (p <

0.01; SS versus VIS, AUD, and RSP: p < 0.05, one-way

ANOVA), but there were not sufficient Incorrect Choice trials to

analyze differences between Correct and Incorrect, or Incorrect

and Miss trials. The correlation of low-frequency power with re-

action time did not reach significance (Figure S7H), but we

observed the same relationship with pupil size in the auditory

and auditory distractor tasks (Figures S7F and S7I) and found

the same effect of reward in the auditory task, although this

did not reach significance for the auditory distractor task (Figures

S7G and S7J).

DISCUSSION

We trained mice on several discrimination tasks using visual and

auditory sensorymodalities.Weassessedcortical states by spec-

tral analysis of widefield GCaMP imaging, and confirmed with

simultaneous electrophysiological recordings that it could reveal

low-frequency fluctuations in local population spiking. In all tasks,

we found that fluctuations in engagement throughout a session

correlated with cortical state. Consistent with many prior studies

[24, 27, 42], we found that responses to visual or auditory stimuli

were more likely in states with decreased low-frequency power.

However, we made two new discoveries. First, this decrease

was observed in all recorded areas rather than solely in the sen-

sory region corresponding to the stimulus modality. Second, the

primary behavioral correlate was whether mice responded to a

stimulus, and not whether they responded correctly.



Figure 5. Variations in Cortical State Are Not

Fully Explained by Variations in Pupil Size

(A) Probability of Miss trials at increasing pupil sizes.

(B) Relationship between pupil size, behavioral

condition, and 3- to 6-Hz power in somatosensory

cortex of an example experiment. Each dot repre-

sents a trial, colored according to outcome: Choice

(green) or Miss (dark gray). The lines represent fits

from an ANCOVA model, which captured the main

effect of behavioral condition as the difference in

intercept between the Choice and Miss fits (blue

arrow).

(C and D) Similar analysis for visual andmotor cortex

ROIs.

(E) Pseudocolor maps showing intercept difference

for each pixel, for the same example sessions

shown in previous figures. Blue indicates signifi-

cantly higher power prior to Miss trials, after ac-

counting for the common effect of pupil size.

(F) Summary of intercept differences across exper-

iments in selected ROIs (n = 48 experiments from 12

animals).

(G) Same analysis as in (F) but with the temporal

derivative of pupil size.

See also Figure S7.
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Our analyses focused on the 3- to 6-Hz band as a measure of

low-frequency power. The prominence of this band in rodent

cortex has been noted in previous studies, and it has been hy-

pothesized as a rodent homolog of the primate alpha rhythm

[35–37]. Power in this band was correlated with other low-fre-

quency bands as assessed by widefield calcium, LFP, and

spiking activity (Figure S1C), as well as correlated spike count

variability. However, our study does not rule out a correlation

of fluctuations in other frequency ranges with performance. For

example, gamma oscillations (too fast to be seen with calcium

imaging) have been implicated in the control of sensory process-

ing [13, 43–47], whereas infra-slow oscillations (<1 Hz; too slow

to be measured in our time windows) can modulate fluctuations

in several frequency bands, including the ones we investigated

[48]. Future experiments employing faster techniques such as

voltage imaging [30, 49–52] in tasks such as ours that disambig-

uate between different types of errors could address how the

global structure of these different frequency bands relates to

task performance.

Behavior-Related State Changes Are Global
Most studies investigating the correlation between behavior and

cortical state have focused on single cortical regions, associated

with the sensory modality required for the task. Unexpectedly,

we found that the strongest correlations with performance in a
Current Biolo
visual task in mice were not local to visual

cortex but global, and indeed were stron-

gest in somatomotor cortex. This seems

to contradict work in primate visual cortex

where, during spatial attention tasks, re-

ductions in correlated fluctuations occur

locally in parts of visual cortex correspond-

ing to attended locations [14–16, 44, 53–

55]. Similarly, a recent study showed that
mice trained in a hemisphere-selective task could exhibit a uni-

lateral modulation of visual cortical state [56]. We suggest the

following, non-exclusive possible explanations for this differ-

ence. First, whereas these studies compared different subre-

gions of a single cortical area, our study compared cortical areas

corresponding to different sensory modalities. Second, it is

possible that differences in task demands between these exper-

iments led to different strategies for solving them, and that our

task can be solved without local desynchronization. For

example, local desynchronization might only occur when selec-

tive attention must be deployed to a particular part of the visual

world, which was not the case in our experiments. Lastly, the ef-

fects observed in our experiments might reflect arousal and

engagement, which may activate more global state mecha-

nisms, rather than selective attention, which may have more

local effects.

Peculiarly, the region in somatomotor cortex where we saw

the strongest effect corresponded stereotaxically to barrel cor-

tex, which was unanticipated given that there was no overt

need to use the whisker system in any of our tasks. We found

no difference in overall whisker motion between engaged

(Choice) and disengaged (Miss) trials (results not shown). Never-

theless, we cannot exclude differences in whisker movements

too subtle to be picked up with our measurement tools. More-

over, although the bodies of the mice were restrained, they
gy 30, 4944–4955, December 21, 2020 4951



Figure 6. Reward Is Followed by Prolonged

Decrease in 3- to 6-Hz Power

(A) Illustration of the analysis of quiescent periods

following Correct and Incorrect Choice trials.

(B) Cartoon illustrating comparison of Correct and

Incorrect Choice trials.

(C) Pseudocolor representation of 3- to 6-Hz power

difference for each pixel; blue represents lower

power following Correct Choice.

(D) Summary across experiments for selected ROIs

(n = 57 experiments from 14 animals).

(E–G) Similar analysis for the comparison of Correct

Reject and Incorrect Choice trials (n = 30 experi-

ments from 9 animals).

See also Figures S2 and S7.
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may have made small movements that we could not monitor,

leading to somatomotor desynchronization. Lastly, it is possible

that the desynchronization in somatomotor cortex reflects a

state of readiness to provide a response in order to obtain a

reward. This may be independent of the sensory processing,

which could be occurring in parallel to a motor preparation.

Desynchronization Reflects a Behavioral State that Is
Primed for Action
Desynchronized states are characterized by lower noise correla-

tions, and it has been hypothesized that the resulting improve-

ment in representation of sensory stimuli underlies improved

performance in sensory discrimination tasks [14, 15, 20]. Howev-

er, we did not find a strong correlation between desynchroniza-

tion and increased behavioral accuracy, or with better decoding

of stimuli from cortical activity, which this hypothesis would pre-

dict for our task. The most parsimonious explanation of our data

is that desynchronization correlates primarily or solely with

behavioral engagement, and that animals are almost as engaged

during Incorrect as during Correct trials, despite sensory errors.

The difference in cortical state between Incorrect and Correct tri-

als was small, but did reach significance for the auditory task. It is

possible that the auditory task, which was more difficult for the

mice (as judged by the percentage successfully trained and

the time taken to train them), required stronger engagement

than the visual task. Thus, although our data cannot rule out

that corruption of sensory representations by synchronized state

fluctuations contributes to the state-behavior correlations we

observed, this contribution is most likely substantially smaller

than the contribution of task engagement.

Previous work using an auditory Go/No-Go task showed an

‘‘inverted U’’ curve of performance with cortical state, optimal
4952 Current Biology 30, 4944–4955, December 21, 2020
in intermediate states of moderate de-

synchronization [27]. McGinley et al.

showed that the types of error found in

the two extremes were different: false neg-

atives in themost synchronized states, and

false positives in the most desynchronized

[27]. Similarly, we found that Miss trials

(when a stimulus was present but the

mice failed to turn the wheel) increased lin-

early with low-frequency power, whereas

False Alarm trials (when no stimulus was
present but the mouse still turned the wheel) decreased with

low-frequency power. Our results are thus consistent with their

model, and we further provide evidence that neither type of

mistake is due to perceptual error but rather to behavioral

readiness.

Additionally confirming the interpretation that desynchroniza-

tion indicates behavioral readiness, Miss responses occurred

least at large pupil sizes, associated with behavioral arousal

[25, 27]. Reaction times were faster in desynchronized states,

regardless of Correct and Incorrect Choices, further suggesting

that desynchronization is a state that prepares the animal for

rapid and coordinated responses to sensory stimuli.

Finally, rewards also led to increased desynchronization. Re-

wards signal that the action taken led to a desirable outcome,

which is likely to increase motivation, and therefore increase

arousal and engagement. In addition to the well-established

role of dopamine in action initiation and reward processing [57,

58], dopamine is also known to modulate cortical states [59,

60]. Although dopaminergic projections to visual cortex are

weak, the effect we observed could be an indirect result of dopa-

minergic signals, through projections to cholinergic and norad-

renergic nuclei, or top-down modulation from frontal areas that

receive dopaminergic inputs [61–63] and carry reward signals

[64].

Conclusions
Our results suggest that cortical desynchronization is not

required for accurate sensory processing in this task but rather

reflects a state that is associated with producing rapid and coor-

dinated behavioral responses to sensory movements of any mo-

dality. The movements the mouse must make in this task involve

large regions of the body; making them rapidly may require



Figure 7. Engagement-Related Decrease in Low-Frequency Power Is Independent of Sensory Modality

(A) Illustration of the auditory 2AFC task. Mice were positioned in front of the same screen as during the visual tasks but it remained isoluminant without any

stimuli. A speaker was placed at the bottom of the screen, through which low- and high- (tonal) frequency trains were heard. Turning the wheel modulated the

(tonal) frequency of the stimuli, and the mice had to bring the stimulus to a central frequency.

(B) Average psychometric curve from the auditory task. The difficulty of the trials was manipulated by using different sound amplitudes (x axis). Dots are colored

according to response type: green, Correct; red, Incorrect; dark gray, Miss.

(C) Comparison of Choice and Miss trials in the auditory task.

(D) Pseudocolor map showing 3- to 6-Hz power difference for each pixel; blue indicates higher power on Miss trials.

(E) Summary of 3- to 6-Hz power difference between Choice andMiss trials for selected ROIs across all experiments in the auditory task (n = 15 experiments from

3 animals).

(F–H) Comparison of Correct Choice versus Incorrect Choice trials in the auditory 2AFC task.

See also Figures S6 and S7.
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widespread desynchronization of the entire cortical surface,

particularly somatomotor cortex.
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

Mouse: Ai93 The Jackson Laboratory Jax #024103

Mouse: Ai94 The Jackson Laboratory Jax #024104

Mouse: Ai95 The Jackson Laboratory Jax #024105

Mouse: EMX1-Cre The Jackson Laboratory Jax #005628

Mouse: Rasgrf-Cre The Jackson Laboratory Jax #022864

Mouse: Camk2a-tTA The Jackson Laboratory Jax #007004

Mouse: VGlut1-Cre The Jackson Laboratory Jax#023527

Mouse: tetO-G6s The Jackson Laboratory Jax #024742

Mouse: Snap25-G6s The Jackson Laboratory Jax #025111

Chemicals, Peptides and Recombinant Proteins

Muscimol Sigma-Aldrich G019

Isoflurane Merial N/A

Rimadyl Pfizer N/A

Dental Cement Sun Medical, Moriyama, Shiga

Japan

N/A

Cyanoacrylate World Precision Instruments VetBond

L-type radiopaque polymer Sun Medical, Moriyama, Shiga

Japan

Super-Bond C&B

Deposited Data

Preprocessed Widefield Imaging

Data

figshare: 10.6084/

m9.figshare.13084805

N/A

Preprocessed Neuropixels Data This paper [38], figshare N/A

Preprocessed simultaneous

widefield imaging and neuropixels

data

figshare: 10.6084/

m9.figshare.13118435

N/A

Software and Algorithms

MATLAB MathWorks N/A

KiloSort https://github.com/ cortex-lab/

Kilosort [65],

N/A

Phy https://github.com/ kwikteam/phy

[66],

N/A

Glmnet http://web.stanford.edu/�hastie/

glmnet_MATLAB

N/A

Other

LCD monitor Iiyama Adafruit ProLite E1980 LP097QX1

Fresnel lens Wuxi Bohai Optics BHPA220-2-5

Speaker Tucker-Davies Technologies MF1-M

CMOS camera (for widefield

imaging)

PCO Edge 5.5

Macroscope Scimedia THT-FLSP

1.0x condenser lens Leica 10450028

0.63x objective lens Leica 10450027

Dichroic mirrors (for directing

excitation light)

Semrock FF506-Di03,

Semrock FF495-Di03-50x70

Chroma T425lpxr

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Bandpass filter Semrock FF01-482/35-25

470nm LEDs (for GCaMP excitation) Brain Vision, Cairn OptoLED LEX2-B P1110/002/000

528nm miniLEDs (for intrinsic

imaging)

Thorlabs LED528EHP

Dichroic mirror (for emitted

fluorescence)

Semrock FF593-Di03

Emission filters Semrock FF01-543/50-25

Edmunds 525/50-55 (86-963)

Excitation filters Semrock FF01-466/40-25

Chroma ET405-20x

Optical fiber Cairn P135/015/003

Neuropixels probes [34] Phase 3A Option 3

Micromanipulator Sensapex Inc. uMP-4

Infrared LED for pupil tracking Mightex SLS-0208A

Thorlabs LEDD1B

Camera for pupil tracking The Imaging Source DMK 23U618

Camera lens for pupil tracking Thorlabs MVL7000

Ophtalmic gel Alcon Viscotears Liquid Gel

UV Cement Norland Optical Adhesives #81

LED UV Curing System Thorlabs CS2010

3D printer Ultimaker B.V. Ultimaker 2+,

Steering wheel set-up [32], UCL CortexLab: [https://ucl.ac.

uk/ cortexlab/tools/wheel]

N/A
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources should be directed to the LeadContact, Kenneth D. Harris (kenneth.harris@ucl.ac.uk).

Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and Code availability
The widefield imaging data generated in this study have been deposited on figshare: [https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.

13084805], in SVD-compressed format (see Method Details). The electrophysiology data from the behavioral experiments is avail-

able on figshare (https://figshare.com/articles/steinmetz/9598406). The simultaneous widefield imaging and electrophysiology

data have been deposited on figshare: [https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.13118435].

The code generated for the analysis and visualization of the data is available on GitHub (https://github.com/eakjacobs/

Jacobs_et_al_CurrentBiology).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

All experiments were conducted according to the UK Animals Scientific Procedures Act (1986), under personal and project licenses

released by the Home Office following appropriate ethics review.

Animals
All animals were on a normal daylight cycle (8am - 8 pm), had access to an exercise wheel in their home cage, and were co-housed

whenever possible (2-3 mice per cage; females were always co-housed, males were only co-housed when they were littermates).

The mice came from a variety of genotypes, and in main-text plots (Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7) the mouse line is indicated by

symbol color, while glyph shapes represent individual mice. Animals were offspring of double or triple transgenic crosses (males:

n = 7, females: n = 9), expressing either GCaMP6f or GCaMP6s in cortical excitatory neurons under the following drivers (color

code indicated to the right):
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d Ai93; Emx1-Cre; Camk2a-tTa (n = 7, Emerald green)

d Ai94; Emx1-Cre; Camk2a-tTa (n = 1, Cyan)

d Ai94; Rasgrf-Cre; Camk2a-tTa (n = 1, Lavender)

d Ai95; VGlut1-Cre (n = 2, Navy)

d tetO-G6s; Camk2a-tTa (n = 3, Magenta)

d Snap25-G6s (n = 2, Purple)

Our main results held for all genotypes, including lines which can exhibit interictal activity [39].

Surgery
Mice underwent surgery at the age of 8-10 weeks. They were anesthetized with 2% isoflurane in oxygen, body temperature was kept

at 37�C, and analgesia was provided by subcutaneous injection of Rimadyl (1ml/0.1kg). The eyeswere protectedwith ophthalmic gel.

In unilaterally imaged animals, the temporalis muscle was detached unilaterally to expose auditory cortex on the left hemisphere.

The skull was thinned above visual, auditory and posterior somatosensory cortex using a scalpel until the external table and diploe of

the bone were removed. A metal head-plate with a circular opening above posterior cortex was fixed to the cranium with dental

cement and a 8mm coverslip was then secured above the thinned skull using UV cement with a LED UV Curing System.

In bilaterally imaged animals, the skull was left intact and a clear skull cap implantation following the method of Steinmetz et al. [39]

was used. A light-isolation cone was 3D-printed, implanted surrounding the frontal and parietal bones and attached to the skull with

cyanoacrylate. Gaps between the cone and skull were filled with L-type radiopaque polymer. The exposed skull was covered with

thin layers of UV cement, and a metal headplate was attached to the skull over the interparietal bone with Super-Bond polymer.

For electrophysiological recordings, craniotomies were performed as described in Steinmetz et al. [38]: mice were anaesthetized

with isoflurane while a craniotomy over visual cortex was made with a dental drill or a biopsy punch.

METHOD DETAILS

Behavioral tasks
Mice were trained in one of several variants of a two-alternative choice task [32]. Behavioral training started 1-2 weeks post-surgery,

and all animals were handled for habituation prior to head-fixation and training on the tasks. Mice were trained to sit head-fixed in

front of an LCD monitor (refresh rate 60Hz), at the bottom of which a MF1 speaker was placed for auditory or auditory distractor ex-

periments. In all but 10 experiments, the monitors were covered with Fresnel lenses to make intensity spatially uniform. The paws of

the mice were resting on a steering wheel, which the animals could turn to provide a response in the tasks.

In the basic visual two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) task, a visual Gabor stimulus of varying contrasts appeared randomly in the

left or the right visual field. After a brief delay, a go cue indicated the start of the response window. The mouse could move the stim-

ulus on the screen by turning the steering wheel, and was rewarded with water for moving the stimulus to a central location within a

response window (1.5-5 s). Incorrect choices (i.e., wheel turns in the wrong direction) or Miss responses (i.e., failure to respond within

the allowed time window) resulted in a time-out, which in some mice (10/16) was also signaled with a white noise burst. (The noise

burst was dropped in later experiments as it was not necessary for good performance.)

A subset ofmicewere trained on a visual two-alternative unforced choice (2AUC) version of the task, which contained zero contrast

trials for which the animals were required to keep still during the response window in order to receive a reward [32, 33]. In a further

subset of these mice, stimuli could be presented on both sides, and the animals were rewarded for moving the higher contrast stim-

ulus to the center, or at random if the contrasts were equal.

In the auditory 2AFC task, low or high frequency tone trains (8 or 15 kHz, respectively) were presented from the speaker directly in

front of the mice, and the movement of the wheel was coupled to changes in the tonal frequency of the tone pips. The aim of the task

was to bring the tone frequency to the mid-frequency (11 kHz), which was also presented as a go-cue.

The auditory distractor task was identical to the visual 2AFC task, but with irrelevant auditory stimuli presented simultaneously with

the visual stimuli. The auditory stimuli consisted of the same auditory tones as in the auditory task, which also changed in frequency

as the wheel was turned. However, low and high frequency tones were inconsistently associated with visual stimuli in different ses-

sions, such that in a given session, low was paired with left and high with right, or vice-versa. Even though the auditory stimuli could

have provided information about the stimulus within a given session, the animals did not use this to perform the task; when presented

with the auditory stimuli alone, they performed at chance level (data not shown). Mice trained on the auditory distractor task had not

previously learned the auditory 2AFC task.

To enable analysis of cortical state prior to trial onset, all trials started with a pre-trial baseline of 1-5 s. For the stimulus to appear,

the animals had to remain quiescent (keep the wheel still) for 0.5-2 s; early movement lead to a delay in stimulus appearance. Some

animals were also trained to keep still for 0.3-0.8 s when the stimulus appeared and wait for a go cue to give their response. In the

visual tasks, the go cue consisted of either a tone or a high contrast visual Gabor stimulus at the center of the screen. The modality of

the cue did not affect the behavior or the results presented, therefore these tasks were analyzed together. In the auditory and auditory

distractor tasks, the go cue consisted of a tone (consisting of the target frequency in the auditory task).

Psychometric curves were generated with the same generalized linear model as in Burgess et al. [32] (see Equations 1–3 in [32]).
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Widefield imaging
To correct for hemodynamic artifacts, we used alternate-frame illumination [67]. GCaMP6 fluorescence was excited with a blue LED

(470nm), while on alternate frames a green or violet LED was used to measure a calcium-independent hemodynamic signal. Imaging

was performed at acquisition rates of 35-50 Hz per color, 10-19ms exposures, with 2x2 or 4x4 binning using a CMOS camera and a

macroscope with 1.0x condenser lens and 0.63x objective lens.

Imaging was conducted at two rigs with similar set-ups. At the first set-up, the excitation light was diverted to the brain via a

dichroic mirror and passed through a bandpass filter. The green light for capturing the hemodynamic signal was provided by a

ring-illuminator containing 5-6 miniLEDs, driven with a LEDD1B driver, that was fixed around the objective. The fluorescence emitted

by the brain passed through a dichroic mirror and an emission filter.

At the second set-up (see also [68]), the excitation light passed through an excitation filter, a dichroic (425nm), and 3mm-core op-

tical fiber, then reflected off another dichroic (495nm) to the brain. To capture the hemodynamic signal, the light was passed through a

violet excitation filter (405nm) on every other frame. Light from the brain passed through a second dichroic and emission filter to the

camera.

Dimensionality reduction
Widefield movie data were compressed and denoised using the singular value decomposition (SVD). All analyses were conducted

directly on the SVD-transformed data, allowing much faster execution times that would be required to process the full-pixel movies.

Code for such analyses is freely available at https://github.com/cortexlab/widefield.

To compress the data, first, the 3D stack was reshaped into a 2Dmatrix S of dimensions p x t, where p is the number of pixels and t

is the number of time points. Then, we performed SVD of S:

S = ALBT

The physiological spatiotemporal dynamics of the data were fully captured with the top 500 singular values, with lower components

encoding only noise. Therefore all the presented analyzes were performed using the top 500 singular values. Each pixel was ex-

pressed as a linear combination of the first 500 temporal components of LBT , which we called V; weighted by the corresponding

spatial matrix U, consisting of the first 500 spatial components of A.

Hemodynamic correction
Hemodynamic correction was performed by subtracting a multiple of the calcium-independent signal from the GCaMP signal. The

multiple usedwas allowed to vary between pixels; to estimate this multiple, both GCaMP and hemodynamic signals were first linearly

de-trended and high-pass filtered above 0.01Hz, and then bandpass filtered in the frequency range corresponding to the heart beat

(9-13Hz), where hemodynamic artifacts are strongest. The optimal multiple was estimated by linear regression; pixel-wise multipli-

cation and subtraction was performed in the SVD domain to allow faster analysis. The code for this method can be found at https://

github.com/cortexlab/widefield/blob/master/core/HemoCorrectLocal.m.

Hemodynamic correction was performed on all data except for data from 3 early animals that were imaged using blue illumination

only. However, because later analyses indicated that spectral analysis results were not affected by hemodynamic artifacts, the data

from these 3 animals was also included in the paper. For the baseline fluorescence analysis however (Figure S4), these animals were

excluded.

Electrophysiological recordings
Electrophysiological recordings were performed as in Steinmetz et al. [38]. Briefly, recordings were made with Neuropixels Phase 3A

probes [34] affixed to metal rods andmoved with micromanipulators. Probes were advanced through saline based agar that covered

the craniotomies and through the dura, then lowered to their final position at �10 mm/sec. Electrodes were allowed to settle for

�15min before starting recording. Spikes were isolated from the action potential band (high-pass filtered over 300Hz) by subtracting

the median across all channels to de-noise and spike-sorting using KiloSort [69]. Units were manually inspected and any units rep-

resenting noise were removed. Units within the cortex were identified by depth and by inspection of physiological signatures. All

spikes within the cortex were then combined to yield one cortical multiunit signal.

In experiments with simultaneous electrophysiology and widefield imaging, light-induced artifacts were reduced by ramping the

widefield illumination for 1ms on the light onset and offset. For the local field potential (LFP) analysis, light-induced artifacts were

removed from the LFP signal by aligning the LFP trace to all light onsets of a single color, subtracting the baseline (the sample before

each light onset), creating a running median of 500 light pulses, and subtracting the resulting trace from the raw data.

Coherence and spectral correlation was then calculated between local field potential or multiunit activity (MUA) and cortical fluo-

rescence within the craniotomy.

For inactivation experiments, muscimol (5 mM in ACSF) was applied topically by placing muscimol-soaked gelfoam in a crani-

otomy for 40 minutes, with additional ACSF applied at 20 minutes to prevent drying.

In the behavioral experiments, the visual task was the same as during the widefield imaging, and 4 of the 5 mice had previously

performed the same task during widefield imaging.
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Eye tracking
Neural recordings were paired with eye tracking recordings in all but 10 datasets. One of the eyes (usually the eye contralateral to the

imaged hemisphere in unilaterally imaged recordings) was illuminatedwith an infrared LED and recorded using aCCD camerawith an

infrared filter and a zoom lens. The videos were recorded with MATLAB’s Image Acquisition Toolbox. Pupil size and position were

computed following the methods from Burgess et al. [32]. All obtained pupil traces were further processed following the methods

of Reimer et al. [70].

Behavioral measurements
Trials were divided into four classes. They were classified as ‘‘Choice’’ trials if the animal provided a choice (‘‘Correct’’ or ‘‘Incorrect’’)

within the response window. They were classified as ‘‘Miss’’ trials if the animal failed to provide a response within the response win-

dow, when a response was required to obtain a reward. They were considered ‘‘Correct Reject’’ trials when the animal correctly pro-

vided a ‘‘no-go’’ response by withholding a response throughout the response window. They were considered ‘‘False Alarm’’ trials

when the animal incorrectly moved the wheel during trials that required a ‘‘no-go’’ response. The % Correct, Incorrect and Miss in

Figure 1 was computed using a sliding window over 10 trials. Reaction times in Figure S5were defined as the interval of time between

go-cue onset and response time. Since reaction time varied between stimuli, we computed the average reaction time per stimulus,

subtracted this average per trial per contrast, and used the obtained residuals for computing the Pearson correlation with power.

The baseline period was defined as the inter-trial interval (ITI) preceding the stimulus onset at each trial. Quiescent periods were

defined as the end of the ITI duringwhich nomovement of thewheel was detected. The body of themicewas restrained by the behav-

ioral tube they were sitting in, making large overt movements other than steering the wheel impossible. Trials with quiescent periods

of less than 0.7 s were excluded from analysis.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Stimulus-triggered responses
Trials containing 50% or higher contrast on the right visual field were averaged and baseline subtracted at time 0 of stimulus onset.

The map in Figure 2H consists of the frame at t = 70-80ms post stimulus onset subtracted by the previous frame. This method was

chosen as it revealed the cleanest stimulus response due to the slow dynamics of GCaMP6s.

Power maps
As explained under ‘Dimensionality reduction’, for a given pixel n, the fluorescence over time was represented by

fnðtÞ=Un $V =
P500

i =1UniVit, where Un is the row within U corresponding to pixel n. Therefore, the Fourier transform of fnðtÞ was calcu-

lated as

bfnðuÞ = X500
i = 1

Uni
bV ðuÞ;

where ^ denotes the Fourier transform. To compute the power in the frequency band of interest 3-6Hz, we calculatedP6Hz
u=3Hz

cfn ðuÞbfn �ðuÞ. The power spectrum for all pixels could thus be efficiently computed usingmatrixmultiplication, at least an order

of magnitude faster than without the SVD compression. Finally, this was reshaped into a 2-dimensional ‘Power map’, Pðx;yÞ, where x

and y are spatial dimensions.

We computed these power maps during the quiescent period for each trial separately, then computed the average power for

Choice and Miss conditions:

Pchoiceðx; yÞ = 1

Zchoice

XZchoice
i = 1

Pðx; yÞ
PMissðx; yÞ = 1

Zneglect

XZneglect

i = 1

Pðx; yÞ

The power difference maps were then computed as follows:

PDiffðx; yÞ = 10$log 10

�
Pchoice

Pneglect

�

The multiplication by 10 is applied to turn the power ratios into units in decibels (dB).

The same principle applied for computing power difference maps between Correct and Incorrect Choice trials, and so on.

In the power difference maps shown in the figures, pixels with average power (over time) below the 20th percentile were set to

black. This procedure effectively masks pixels outside the brain.
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ROI selection
Outlines of visual and auditory cortices were identified in each mouse by sensory stimulation using sweeping bars [71] for visual cor-

tex, and repeated pure tone pips of different frequencies for auditory cortex [52].

The region of interest (ROI) in visual cortex (VIS) was chosen as the center of the average stimulus response to contralateral stimuli

within the visual task. The ROI in auditory cortex (AUD) was based on the auditory cortex maps obtained by passive stimulation. The

responses to different frequencies were averaged and the ROI was selected from the area with the highest mean response andwhich

was responsive to the frequencies used within the auditory task.

The position of somatosensory cortex was estimated stereotaxically, and confirmed functionally by manually inspecting imaging

activity duringwhisking andmovement. The ROI in somatosensory cortex (SS) was chosen fromwithin the area that was estimated to

be the barrel cortex.

The ROI in retrosplenial cortex (RSP) was estimated stereotaxically and always chosen from posterior RSP as this was the visible

part of RSP in the unilateral imaging experiments. The secondary motor cortex ROI (MO) was estimated stereotaxically.

The individual patterns of vasculature in each mouse were used as additional guidance to place the ROIs as consistently as

possible across experiments from the same individuals. ROIs in the bilateral imaging experiments were chosen from the left hemi-

sphere to be consistent with the unilateral imaging experiments.

The power for each ROI was estimated as the ‘power map’ value at a single pixel in the ROI center; in practice however, this av-

erages a signal from a slightly larger region due to the spatial smoothing resulting from the SVD representation.

MUA and LFP power
To directly measure the amplitude of slow fluctuations in population activity, the recorded MUA firing rate was down-sampled to the

same sampling rate as the imaging experiments (35Hz) and then further smoothed with a Gaussian window. The LFP andMUA 3-6Hz

band power was computed during the quiescent period, same as in the imaging experiments, and the results of this were analyzed in

an identical manner to the imaging results.

Fano factor
The fano factor was computed for each trial and we used the following standard formula:

F = varðXÞ=meanðXÞ, where X refers to the spike count during the same time window as was used for computing pre-stimulus

quiescent period power.

Decoder analysis
To decode the contralateral stimulus from V1 population activity, we trained a decoder using the cvglmnet MATLAB package (http://

www.stanford.edu/�hastie/glmnet_matlab/), to perform logistic regression using L2 normalization and 5-fold cross validation. Only re-

cordings for which the visual receptive fields of the recorded neurons were topographically aligned with the contralateral stimulus were

used for these analyses. For each trial, a population activity vector was computed from the spike counts of all cells in a time bin of dura-

tion 100ms; the optimal windowwas found by search (100ms resolution) to be 50-150ms after stimulus onset. To ensure equal training

data for each two conditions being compared (Choice versus Miss, Low versus High Power, or Low versus High Fano factor), the data

was subsampled such that therewere equal trial numbers for each contrast (25%, 50%and 100%) per decoder condition. For example,

in case there were 26 50% contralateral contrast Choice trials and 18 50% contrast Miss trials, we randomly selected 18 of the 26 50%

contralateral contrast Choice trials. To define trials as Choice and Miss, the same criteria were used as in all other analysis. To divide

trials into groups of low or high 3-6Hz Power or Fano factor, we used trials below and above the median, respectively. The numbers of

trials in each contrast condition were equalized in the same way for these comparisons as for the Choice versus Miss comparison.

Power percentiles
In the analysis of behavior (% Miss, Incorrect or False Alarm; Figures 2, 3, 4, S4, and S6) or Fano factor (Figure 2) as a function of

power, the power values corresponding to 20%, 40%, 60% and 80% of maximum power for each ROI in a given session were calcu-

lated using MATLAB’s prctile function. This provided 5 power percent values, and each trial was classified as belonging to the first

(below 20%), second (between 20%and 40%), third (between 40%–60%), fourth (between 60%–80%) and fifth (above 80%) percen-

tile. All trials belonging to a given percentile were further subdivided into Choice versus Miss and Correct versus Incorrect for trials

containing contrasts, and Correct Reject versus False Alarm for trials containing no contrasts. Equal contrast trials were excluded in

the Correct versus Incorrect comparison, as these trials were rewarded randomly and thus were not informative in terms of the effect

of power on performance. For example, if Ntrials = 50 in the first percentile, out of which Ncontrast = 40 trials with contrasts andNzero = 10

trials with zero contrast; within Ncontrast there were Nchoice = 36 Choice trials and Nmiss = 4 Miss trials, within Nchoice there were

NnonequalContrast = 35 non-equal contrast trials, of which Ncorrect = 28 Correct trials and Nincorrect = 7 Incorrect trials; and within Nzero

there were Nreject = 6 Correct Reject trials and Nfalsealarm = 4 False Alarm trials, then this would have given: Nchoice/ Ncontrast*100 = 90%

Choice and Nmiss/ Ncontrast*100 = 10%Miss; Ncorrect/ NnonequalContrast *100 = 80% Correct and Nincorrect/ NnonequalContrast *100 = 20%

Incorrect; and Nreject/ Nzero*100 = 60% Correct Reject and Nfalsealarm/ Nzero*100 = 40% False Alarm rates for the first percentile. This

computation was repeated for all percentiles; for all ROIs of interest and for all datasets. The overall %Miss,% Incorrect and%False

Alarm probabilities were then calculated as the average across all datasets for each percentile. Statistical significance was assessed

as described in Statistics.
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Statistics
To allow for differences between mice or between recording sessions for a single mouse, which would violate the assumption of in-

dependent variates, all statistical tests were conducted using nested mixed effects models [72] as this enables testing for signifi-

cance of one factor while allowing random variability in others. Trial type (Choice versus Miss, Correct Choice versus Incorrect

Choice, etc) and cortical area (VIS, SS, MO, RSP and AUD) were modeled as fixed effects, and we tested whether these variables

had an effect on low-frequency power. Session, mouse, and genotype were treated as nested random effects that interacted with

area, to allow for potential area-dependent differences in power between genotypes; potential area-dependent differences in power

between individual mice of a single genotype; and potential area-dependent variability in power between sessions of a single mouse.

We first tested for a main effect of trial type and brain area, and if it was present we then tested for interactions. Models were fit using

maximum likelihood fitting with unconstrained covariance matrices using MATLAB’s fitlme function with default parameters; the

models used in this command were ‘‘power � cond + area + (area|genotype) + (area|subject:genotype) + (area|session:subject:ge-

notype)’’ without interaction, and ‘‘power � cond * area + (area|genotype) + (area|subject:genotype) + (area|session:subject:geno-

type)’’ with interaction. We validated this statistical approach by simulating data with random differences between mice, sessions

and genotypes, but no effect of trial type, and verifying that the test did not report a significant effect. Datasets that had fewer

than 10 trials in a behavioral condition that was being compared to another (Choice versus Miss, Correct versus Incorrect) were

excluded from analysis.

To assess whether power percentile had a significant effect on behavior, we fit a generalized linear mixed model separately for

each ROI with a random effect of experimental session and a fixed effect of power percentile, and a logistic link function. For this,

we used MATLAB’s fitglme function with model ‘‘choice � 1 + powerPercentile + (1 | Session).’’ A significantly different effect be-

tween ROIs was considered when the 95% confidence intervals did not overlap. To assess whether there was a significant difference

in decoder performance between conditions, we used the same approach:MATLAB’s fitlme functionwithmodel ‘‘decoding� cond +

(1|subject) + (1|session:subject),’’ where ‘‘decoding’’ consists of the decoder performance, and ‘‘cond’’ was either Choice-Miss, or

Desynchronized-Synchronized (following the definitions given under Decoder Analysis).

In the pupil analysis, data were analyzed with one-way analysis of covariance models (ANOCOVA) fitting separate but parallel lines

to the data per behavioral condition. Multiple comparisons were adjusted using Tukey’s honest significant difference criterion.
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